Are YOU aged 14-16 and living or studying in the Bradford District?

Do YOU want your MASTERPIECE to be on Bradford’s Big Screen?

Do YOU want the chance to say what’s important about being creative in Bradford?

The play ‘An Inspector Calls’ is set in 1912 but we want you to think about the characters of Eric or Sheila and imagine that they are living in Bradford today.

What would their lives be like now? How would it be different?

What would they want to say?

You can choose to tell your story in whatever creative form you like: (storyboards, films, photographs, music, dance…)

BUT… you have to show it in no more than 60 seconds!

Film it and send it to: sixtysecondsinthe lifeof@outlook.com

The closing date is Friday 17th January 2020.

See Competition Details for the full terms and conditions.

The Bradford Producing Hub is committed to ensuring your data is not shared or made available to anyone other than the named contacts. We have approved privacy policies and comply with GDPR at all times.